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Abstract: Face recognition payment is a new type of payment method, with AI face recognition
technology as the core, and its speed and convenience are more in line with the users’ payment habits.
However, the face is a biological feature with weak privacy, and the protection of user information
security is particularly important. At present, face payment technology still has security risks, and
the data transmitted during the transaction process are vulnerable to attacks. Aiming at the security
problems in the payment process, a payment system that is jointly encrypted by the SM4 algorithm
and the face liveness detection algorithm was proposed in this paper, which supports a variety of
communication methods. The hardware platform adopts an octa-core 64-bit ARM processor with a
main frequency of 1.8 GHz, which has powerful computing and processing capabilities. Based on the
Android intelligent operating system, the development environment is more secure and convenient.
It is also equipped with a liveness detection 3D structured light camera, which dynamically collects
face information and accurately analyzes the characteristics of living bodies. Through the data
encryption and decryption test and face performance index detection, the expected effect of the
system was achieved, which greatly improved the performance of the face payment system currently
studied. The SM4 encryption algorithm improved the running rate of encrypted data and the security
of face transaction data transmission, the face detection algorithm improved the accuracy of living
body feature recognition, and the payment system effectively improved the accuracy and security of
face payment.

Keywords: SM4 algorithm; data security; face recognition; cryptographic protocols; product codes;
embedded software

1. Introduction

Face recognition technology is the fastest growing technology in the biometric field,
and is widely used in the field of mobile payment. At present, there are three representative
payment institutions: Alipay, WeChat, and UnionPay [1]. For users, whether it is the
current mainstream Alipay, WeChat scan code payment, or NFC payment such as Apple
Pay and Cloud QuickPass, as long as it is convenient way to pay, it is very popular. Face
payment uses biometric technology to replace traditional passwords by “scanning your
face” in the payment stage, optimizing the payment process, effectively improving the
daily consumption experience of users, improving the transaction efficiency of merchants,
and driving the development of various industries. Face payment application involves
the direction of capital flow and so on, to ensure the security of user data transmission,
which requires a payment system to have a high security performance guarantee. The
SM4 algorithm is a dedicated block cipher algorithm used in wireless local area networks
and trusted computing systems, and is a commercial cipher algorithm issued by the State
Cryptography Administration [2]. It has the same key block length as the AES algorithm,
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and the security is higher than that of the 3DES algorithm. Compared with other encryption
algorithms, the SM4 encryption algorithm is more efficient and convenient in resource
saving and design implementation. It is more resistant to related key linear cryptanalysis
and has higher security [3]. Therefore, the SM4 algorithm is used in the encryption module
of the payment system, which can effectively improve the overall encryption level.

In recent years, there have been many studies on face detection algorithms such as
the algorithms based on deep learning, convolutional neural network multi-feature fusion,
and the hybrid feature extraction algorithm based on wavelet transform, and improved
principal component analysis, these were mentioned in [4–6] to ensure the security of
face recognition. However, when face recognition is applied to payment systems, it is
not only necessary to ensure the security of face detection, but also the security of the
data transmission and transactions in payment systems. At present, there are few such
studies such as in [7]. The improvement in the network, host, etc. and binocular liveness
recognition algorithm can improve the security of the payment system. However, the
SM4 algorithm encryption system is more convenient and secure than the improvement
in the hardware physical facilities. The security encryption algorithm was applied in [8],
but was mainly used to encrypt face data to ensure the security of image recognition,
and the encryption algorithm was not used in payment. As the systems studied in our
paper are more specific and efficient than those studied in [7,8], this not only ensures the
security of face data detection, but also ensures the security of transaction data transmission,
realizes various performances of the payment system, and presents customers with a new
interactive experience of face recognition and intelligent payment.

This paper expounds the system performance and advantages from the aspects of the
overall system architecture, hardware design, software design, key management mecha-
nism, SM4 algorithm performance, running rate, face system architecture, and detection
pass rate. In the research plan, the system development environment, storage space, and
core processor were upgraded, the main frequency and performance were improved, and
the power consumption and cost were reduced, making it suitable for multi-scenario appli-
cations. The built-in security encryption module of the system makes the transmitted data
resistant to linear attacks and differential attacks, and has the characteristics of preventing
the use of the exhaustive detection of payment passwords. The peripheral driver software
can be rapidly developed and transplanted, and each module of the hardware platform
can be operated through the function interface. The storage system has a load balancing
mechanism to prevent frequent erasing and writing operations. The security module
encrypts and stores the internal EEPROM data of the chip in ciphertext so that sensitive
data cannot be externally obtained. The hardware adopts the technology of “disassembly
and self-destruction” (when the cover is detected, all keys will be destroyed) to ensure the
security of the system. In terms of resisting side channel attacks and preventing fault injec-
tion, the system adopts hardware encryption [9–11]. The hardware true random number
generator generates the key or the key seed, which overcomes the disadvantages of the data
encryption system using the general algorithm and software pseudo-random numbers. The
M-sequence scrambling mechanism is used to process the true random sequence to ensure
that the quality of random numbers is not affected by physical noise sources. The software
adopts “firmware encryption and self-checking” (any data that modifies the firmware
cannot be updated) technology to ensure the security of the system. The key design part
uses a secure key management mechanism and key distribution mechanism to ensure
the integrity, authenticity, and tamper-proof modification of transaction data during the
transmission process, and prevent keys from being illegally injected, replaced, and used.
The face recognition of the payment system includes a living body detection algorithm and
a quality assessment algorithm. The living body detection algorithm can prevent prosthetic
attacks such as two-dimensional image attacks and three-dimensional mask and head mold
attacks. The quality assessment algorithm evaluates the data quality of face recognition
and the processing module selects face data for face recognition according to the quality
requirements [12]. The HD intelligent 3D camera is adopted in the system and is designed
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based on the principle of speckle structured light, which can quickly and accurately obtain
the depth information of the target; the recognition accuracy is high [13,14]. In the detection
of 5000 face database data provided by the Bank Card Test Center, the pass rate met the
performance index of face recognition, and the encryption algorithm passed the test of the
State Cryptography Administration, which verified the algorithm performance such as
high encryption and decryption efficiency and the fast speed of the system. Compared
with the existing research, the safety performance was greatly improved, and the expected
effect of the system was achieved.

2. Principles and Methods

Through facial feature recognition, combined with biometric technology and graph-
ics processing technology, the payment system compares the existing facial information,
confirms the identity of the consumer, and finally realizes the transaction payment busi-
ness [15]. At present, the face payment system is mostly used in unmanned retail, catering,
supermarkets, and other places. In recent years, it has also been researched and applied
in the rail transit payment ticketing system [7,16]. With the development of face payment,
more fields will gradually become popular in the future. To take face payments, as an
incentive, merchants can accumulate customer resources through face payment. With
big data as the basis, they can expand in more fields such as consumer finance, financial
management, and other diversified business models.

The main goal of the system is to realize the security of data transmission in the
payment process, to ensure the fast and efficient operation environment, to solve the
problems of long checkout time and low efficiency in the payment process, to simplify the
payment process and maintain an instant completion state, and the payment time is about
1 s. The second is to implement face detection performance indicators and a cryptographic
algorithm to achieve big data security [17]. In the payment process, we need to consider the
impact of climate environment adaptability, voltage deviation range, signal interference,
electromagnetic radiation, and other factors on the system stability as well as the hardware,
operating system, image quality requirements, etc. These are the factors that affect the
system stability, and are also the secondary goal in research. In addition, in face recognition,
the camera’s suitable distance, stereo and plane judgment, light intensity, data tolerance
for error, and other factors on the recognition accuracy will be regarded as problems that
need to be solved in the implementation of the system. During the process of building the
system, it is necessary to consider the influence of each factor and then build the software
and hardware platform of the system and write application programs according to the
priority level.

2.1. System Architecture and Hardware Design

Combined with the current innovation of face payment technology, the system is
equipped with a 3D structured light camera with live detection function, which enables
dynamic collection and fast recognition. It adopts a1.8 GHz octa-core 64-bit ARM processor
core module, and the operating environment is an Android8.1 safe operating system, and
the development environment is more secure and convenient. It supports 4G full Netcom,
Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth communication methods; built-in contactless card reader module,
supports NFC, and can realize omni-channel payment. Other hardware modules of the
system are connected to the corresponding interfaces of the core module in the form of
peripherals to achieve the functional requirements. The external interface is reserved
for the later application software joint Debug port and program upgrade port, and the
hardware configuration options (such as contactless module, code scanning module) can
be detachable. Under the premise of meeting the standard configuration and considering
the upgradeability and scalability of the performance indicators, the face module focuses
on heat dissipation and power consumption design. The system security chip has a built-
in hardware security encryption module with strong architectural features, supports a
variety of encryption security algorithms, and the hardware supports a variety of attack
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detection functions. The system has a built-in 512 KB security Flash, 64 KB SRAM, and
4 KB OTP storage area, and integrates a wealth of peripheral resources. All peripheral
driver software is compatible with the current mainstream security chip software interface,
which can be rapidly developed and transplanted, and provides higher frequency and
lower power consumption. The system topology and hardware block diagram are shown
in Figures 1 and 2. The facial recognition terminal in Figure 1 is a terminal where users use
face recognition to realize offline payment transactions. An acquirer is a business system
that provides terminal management, capital settlement, and other services for merchants.
The face routing gateway receives the face data ciphertext, routing index code, and other
information synchronized by the business system of the account management agency, and
is used for the addressing routing of offline payment transactions for face recognition. The
transfer clearing system provides the transaction transfer clearing function in the financial
payment service. The card issuer provides users with account and fund management
services. In Figure 2, the hardware system takes the 64-bit ARM processor and the security
control module as the core, and other hardware modules are equipped with external core
board corresponding interfaces to meet the functional requirements. Modules can be
disassembled and are expandable.
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2.2. System Software Design

The software system consists of three parts: the boot program, operating system, and
application program. The boot program is responsible for the initialization at the beginning
of the system startup, the download, and startup of the operating system program. The
operating system is responsible for downloading, managing, and deleting applications
as well as launching applications. The operating system includes hardware drivers, key
authority management, and other parts that mainly complete the authority management
such as secure channel management and application security status clearing. The key
management service provides symmetric algorithm operation, asymmetric algorithm oper-
ation, password hash operation, key management, message authentication code calculation,
and other functions. At the same time, the module provides strict file level protection. It
provides a set of secure and reliable access control mechanisms for key related files. The
application consists of two parts: the API and the APP. The APP calls the interface provided
by the API. The APP application layer is the code layer of the specific implementation of
the business including the application business program and the EMV kernel and other
codes. API is an abstraction layer of common functions and driver codes, providing a
unified interface for the application layer, which is convenient for the development and
transplantation of application layer programs, specifically as shown in Figure 3.
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The driver layer software directly controls and manages the hardware platform in-
cluding the reading and writing of RAM, FLASH, registers, etc. as well as various device
modules, etc., which are called by the security layer through the API interface. In the
system, all operations on the hardware platform are encapsulated into simple, clear, and
convenient functions. For each module such as SM4 encryption module, USB, GPIO
module, it provides a function interface that can be easily operated.

The FLASH storage mechanism can be divided into three layers. One is the user
application layer, which is mainly the mapping of various FLASH storage applications
on the upper layer to the logical layer. The logical abstraction layer mainly completes
the mapping from logical address to FLASH physical address. The logical address is
continuous in the application process, but the physical address can be discontinuous. The
FLASH layer is mainly used to read, write, and erase the underlying FLASH. The FLASH
storage system fully considers its physical characteristics and implements a load balancing
mechanism. Load balancing means that the same FLASH block will not be frequently
erased and written:

UINT32 gSF_Start_Block; // Start block of secure storage area
UINT32 gSF_Block_Nums; // Number of blocks in secure storage area
UINT32 gNormal_Start_Block; // Start block of normal storage area
UINT32 gNormal_Block_Nums; // Number of blocks in normal storage area
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The first four bytes of each FLASH are used to store, and one gSF Map[ ] and one gSF
Status[ ] are used to identify the logical address of this FLASH block and whether it has
been used. The process of realizing the storage mechanism is shown in Figure 4.
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The security module has an encrypted storage function for the internal EEPROM data
of the chip, and supports the encrypted operation function. The encryption operation is
for the EEPROM as a whole, and all of the stored data in the EEPROM will be stored in
ciphertext. The data output by the EEPROM will reach the processor through the decryption
channel. Similarly, the data written by the processor into the EEPROM will also reach the
EEPROM through the encrypted channel, and will be stored in unreadable plaintext, which
increases the security of the memory, making it impossible for the external data to obtain
sensitive data information by directly reading the EEPROM data. The overall framework
and startup process of the operating system are shown in Figures 5 and 6. The Android
architecture is divided into four layers: the application layer, application framework layer,
library layer, and kernel layer. The application layer includes all apps on the mobile phone,
whether they are built-in or developed by users, and are all developed based on the second
layer application framework layer. The application framework layer is the most commonly
used layer. It provides a variety of system APIs. Developers use these APIs to build a
variety of apps on the upper layer. The third layer consists of two parts: the first part is
the native C\C++ system library layer, which mainly provides a series of third-party class
libraries, and the second part is the running environment including the Dalvik virtual
machine and Java core library. The kernel layer is the bottom layer of the Android system.
This is based on the Linux system and mainly provides various hardware drivers.
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3. Algorithms and Performance

The system hardware architecture adopts a dual-chip structure scheme. The main
chip is a 64-bit processor with an ARM 11 CPU core, and the auxiliary chip is a state secret
security chip. All security-related algorithms are implemented by the security control
module, and all sensitive information (keys, security-related parameters, etc.) are stored
inside the security module. The SM4 algorithm was officially released by the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) in 2021 and became an ISO/IEC international
standard, effectively promoting the improvement in the symmetric cryptographic algorithm
system and which has safe and efficient functional characteristics. It has certain advantages
in design and implementation such as resource reuse in design; the code can be run in
SM4, and easy to develop, not only suitable for software programming, but also for more
hardware chip implementation.
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3.1. Key Management System Design

The key management system is the basis of software operation, and also determines
the security of the algorithm. The system key management adopts a hierarchical key
management mechanism. The key is basically divided into three layers, as shown in
Figure 7.
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The first layer, the local root key layer, also known as the system root key SRK, is
at the top layer of the key system and is a 128-bit symmetric key, which is generated by
the true random number generator of the state secret chip and used to encrypt all locally
stored keys (including passwords and public keys that require encryption protection). The
keys stored locally are all encrypted by SRK. Therefore, SRK is the most important keys,
which is stored in the BPK area of the state secret chip. The BPK area is a battery-backed
on-chip SRAM data area, providing 128 bytes of user data storage space without power
failure, and SRK occupies 16 bytes of it. The data in the BPK area are automatically reset to
zero by the hardware after being attacked. When initialized or after being attacked to clear
the information, a set of 16-byte random numbers are automatically generated by the true
random number generator of the state secret chip as the system root key. SRK is generated
in a fully automatic manner and requires no external intervention for import or installation.

The second layer, the transmission key layer, is also known as the master key TMK.
For the protection of data key distribution, or encrypting the working key that needs to be
transmitted on the communication route. Input into the terminal using the dual control
technique or import into the terminal using KDT (encrypted with the corresponding
encryption master key KEK). Export is not supported. After the master key is installed, use
the system root key SRK to encrypt it, and then save the encrypted ciphertext in the secure
data area of the national secret module according to the specified index number. Decrypt
the ciphertext of the work key WKi requested to be downloaded by the terminal.

The third layer, the work key group includes the work key WKi (PIN encryption key,
MAC key, track encryption key), asymmetric key pair and public key certificate, etc., which
are mainly used for sensitive data encryption and decryption, PIN encryption and MAC
calculation and verification, data signature verification, etc. The work key set (WKi) is
generated by the customer. Sending updates from the background when a transaction
requests to download a work key every time, the application is also designed to re-initiate
the sign-in request every other day to ensure that the life cycle of the work key does not
exceed 24 h.

The encryption master key (KEK) is generated by the terminal management system
of the customer security department to encrypt and protect the master key when it is
transmitted on the communication line. Keys are imported into the terminal using dual
control technology in a customer secure environment. The dual control technology refers to
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splitting the key into two key components, which are kept by different people, respectively.
The two key components are entered on the terminal in turn, and then synthesized by XOR
in the internal security RAM. The KEK component synthesis formula: KEK = KEK1⊕KEK2.
The private key of the terminal public–private key pair is encrypted with the system root
key SRK, and then the encrypted ciphertext is stored in the secure data area of the state
secret module. Private keys cannot be modified and can only be redistributed.

After all keys are used, the relevant sensitive data will be cleared from RAM at
the bottom layer, and there will be no residual data in the memory, causing security
risks. The session key is actively destroyed after the session ends, and each session will
be regenerated.

3.2. SM4 Algorithm and Performance

SM4 is a block cipher algorithm. It is a dedicated block cipher algorithm for the WLAN
(Wireless Local Area Network) and Trusted Computing System. It is a part of the WAPI
standard and can also be used for data encryption protection in other environments. Its
block length and cipher key length are both 128-bits. SM4 adopts an unbalanced Feistel
structure and iterates its round functions for 32 times in both the encryption and key
expansion algorithm. Each iterative operation is a round of transformation function F. The
structure of decryption is the same as the encryption. However, the decryption round keys
are in the reverse order of the encryption round keys. The SM4 algorithm uses module
2 plus and cyclic shift as basic operations. The modules used by the round transform
include XOR, S-box with an 8-bit input and 8-bit output, and a linear permutation with
a 32-bit input, which is very suitable for processor implementation [18]. The nonlinear
change τ is adopted in the key expansion algorithm, which greatly enhances the security of
key expansion.

At present, the commonly used symmetric encryption algorithms include SM4, AES,
3DES, RC4, and other algorithms. The AES algorithm uses a complex key scheduling
algorithm, and the decryption algorithm also requires additional code, which is more
complicated to implement [19]. The SM4 algorithm is relatively simple to implement, the
key scheduling and encryption algorithms are basically the same, and the same procedure
can be used for decryption, as long as the order of the keys is reversed. The 3DES algo-
rithm avoids similar attacks by increasing the key length of DES, rather than designing
a brand-new block cipher algorithm, which is slower to implement in software [20]. The
SM4 algorithm adds nonlinear transformation in the calculation process, the security and
running rate are higher than 3DES, the software and hardware implementation are faster,
and it is more advanced than the 3DES algorithm. RC4 is immune to differential attack
and linear attack, and is highly nonlinear. However, when the beginning of the output key
stream is not discarded, or a non-random or highly correlated key is used, it is very insecure
and easy to be cracked [21]. The algorithm is simpler than SM4 and easy to program. In
practical applications, the SM4 algorithm can resist various attack methods against the
block cipher algorithm including exhaustive search attack, differential attack, linear attack,
etc. It is easy to implement in hardware and has a fast operation speed.

3.2.1. Algorithm Description

The SM4 encryption and decryption process can be described in terms of the en-
cryption process, 32 rounds of iteration, key expansion, round function, and decryption
process. The data packet length of SM4 algorithm is 128-bits, and the key length is also
128-bits. Both the encryption algorithm and key expansion algorithm adopt 32 rounds of a
nonlinear iteration structure. Each round uses a round key, and each iteration is a round of
transformation function F.

(1) The encryption process:
The encryption operation is performed in words (32-bit). The input is 4-word plaintext

(X0, X1, X2, X3), and the output is 4-word ciphertext (Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3). The input round key is
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rki, i = 0, 1, . . . , 31. The encryption process is divided into two steps, 32 rounds of iteration,
and 1 reverse order transformation. As follows:

Xi+4 = F(Xi, Xi+1, Xi+2, Xi+3, rki) = Xi⊕T(Xi+1 ⊕ Xi+2 ⊕ Xi+3 ⊕ rki) i = 0, 1, . . . , 31. (1)

(Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3) = R(X32, X33, X34, X35) = (X35, X34, X33, X32) (2)

(2) 32 rounds of iteration:
The input plaintext is X0, X1, X2, X3. When i = 0, it is the first round of transformation,

which continues until i = 31; Put Xi+1, Xi+2, Xi+3 and the round key rki XOR operation
obtains a 32-bit data as the input of the box transform:

Sbox_input = Xi+1 ⊕ Xi+2 ⊕ Xi+3 ⊕ rki (3)

Divide the Sbox_input into four 8-bit data, perform box transformation, respectively,
then combine the four 8-bit Sbox_output into a 32-bit output, and move the Sbox_output
just obtained by 2-, 10-, 18-, 24-bit to the left, respectively, to obtain four 32-bit results,
record the shift result as Y2, Y10, Y18, Y24, XOR the shift results Y2, Y10, Y18, Y24 with the box
transform Sbox_output and Xi to obtain Xi+4, which is

Xi+4 = Sbox_output⊕ Y2 ⊕ Y10 ⊕ Y18 ⊕ Y24 ⊕ Xi (4)

Thus far, one round of encryption and decryption operation has been completed.
In the actual encryption and decryption process, the above operation needs to perform
32 rounds, using 32 different rki, which are generated by the key extension. Finally, the
generated four 32-bit data X35, X34, X33, X32 are combined into a 128-bit data output as the
final output result. The whole process of encryption processing is like a sliding window
with a width of four words. After one round of encryption processing, the window slides
one word. After the window slides 32 times in total, the encryption iteration ends.

(3) Key expansion:
rki is generated by key expansion, and each round of encryption in the 32-round

iteration structure uses a 32-bit round key. The SM4 algorithm uses a key expansion
algorithm to generate 32 round keys. There are two values of constant FK and fixed
parameter CK in the key expansion algorithm.

FK0 = (A3B1BAC6), FK1 = (56AA3350), FK2 = (677D9197), FK3 = (B27022DC).
There are 32 fixed parameters CK = (CK0, CK1, . . . , CK31), CKi is a word. The input

encryption key is MK = (MK0, MK1, MK2, MK3), the output round key is rki. Then, the
key expansion algorithm can be described as follows:

(K0, K1, K2, K3) = (MK0 ⊕ FK0, MK1 ⊕ FK1, MK2 ⊕ FK2, MK3 ⊕ FK3) (5)

For i = 0, 1, . . . , 31.

rki = Ki+4 = Ki ⊕ T′(Ki+1 ⊕Ki+2 ⊕Ki+3 ⊕CKi) (6)

The T′ transformation is basically the same as T in the encryption algorithm round
function, only the linear transformation L is modified to L′:

L′(B) = B⊕ (B ≪ 13)⊕ (B ≪ 23) (7)

The key expansion algorithm is similar to the encryption algorithm in terms of the
algorithm structure, which also adopts 32 rounds of similar iterative processing. However,
the key expansion algorithm adopts nonlinear transformation T′, which greatly enhances
the security of key expansion. SM4 and AES passwords are similar in this regard.
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(4) Round function:
The round function of the SM4 algorithm is a cryptographic function that uses words

as the processing unit. Let the input of the round function F = (X0, X1, X2, X3), four 32-bit
words, and the round key is rk. The output is also a 32-bit word.

F(X0, X1, X2, X3) = X0 ⊕ T(X1 ⊕ X2 ⊕ X3 ⊕ rk) (8)

The synthetic transformation T is T(X) = L(τ(X)), which is composed of the nonlinear
transformation τ and the linear transformation L. The nonlinear transformation τ is in word
units and consists of 4 S-boxes juxtaposed. Linear transformation L input and output are
32-bit words. The role of its cryptography is to play a diffusion role. Let the input of L be
word B and the output be word C, then:

C = L(B) = B⊕ (B ≪ 2)⊕ (B ≪ 10)⊕ (B ≪ 18)⊕ (B ≪ 24) (9)

The synthetic transformation T plays the role of confusion and diffusion, and improves
the security of the password.

(5) The decryption process:
The SM4 algorithm has the same structure of encryption and decryption, except

that the round key is reversed, and the decryption round key is the reverse order of the
encryption round key. That is, the input round key is rki, i = 31, 30, . . . , 1, 0, the input
ciphertext is (X0, X1, X2, X3), and the output plaintext is (Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3).

Xi+4 = F(Xi, Xi+1, Xi+2, Xi+3, rki) = Xi ⊕ T(Xi+1 ⊕ Xi+2 ⊕ Xi+3 ⊕ rki) i = 31, 30, ..., 1, 0. (10)

(Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3) = (X35, X34, X33, X32) (11)

3.2.2. Algorithm Performance and Test Result

The software and hardware of the face recognition payment system realize data
encryption, the SM4 main encryption algorithm encrypts and protects data in static storage
and transmission channels, and the round function and nonlinear transformation play the
role of confusion and diffusion, improving the password security. In the system, we also
used the RSA algorithm and SHA2 (Secure Hash Algorithm 2) cryptographic hash function
to perform the digital signature, verify the digital signature, and generate the data message
digest, and assist the SM4 algorithm for data encryption protection. The face data between
the terminal split and external components and the host is encrypted and protected by
the key to prevent theft, replay, and tampering, and has the feature of preventing the use
of the exhaustive detection of payment passwords. The terminal software encrypts and
protects information, the operating environment is safe and reliable, and it has prevention
and control capabilities such as Trojan horse virus prevention.

The SM4 algorithm performs three encryption and decryption tests on the transaction
data, respectively, and takes the average value of the three operations to calculate the
average rate. The test results of the encryption operation are shown in Table 1, and the
decryption are shown in Table 2. The average rate of encryption operation is 3971.89 Kbps,
decryption is 3971.81 Kbps, and the average execution time of system encryption and
decryption data is 0.264 s. In the research on mobile terminal payment security, there have
been few studies on the application of the state secret algorithm in face recognition payment
systems. The AES + RC4 algorithm was used to encrypt the payment system in [22], and the
efficiency of the encryption scheme was tested and analyzed. The algorithm takes 1.921 s to
encrypt 1 Kb data, while the SM4 algorithm in this paper only required 0.264 s to encrypt
128 K data, which was much faster than the AES + RC4 algorithm in [22]. In the mobile
network payment, the SM4 hybrid encryption algorithm took 2.64 ms to encrypt 128-bit
data in [23], while the payment system in this paper needed 264 ms to encrypt 128 KB data,
the data length was equivalent to 8000 times that in [24], and the encryption time was only
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100 times. The encryption rate was much higher than the former. Messages containing
different numbers of characters were used to test the performance of the security encryption
module in [24], and the number of characters per message ranged from 100 to 65,000. When
the number of characters is 10,000, the encryption and decryption time of the 3DES-RC4
algorithm is about 0.3 s, and when the number of characters is 65,000, the encryption and
decryption time is about 1.7 s. In this paper, the SM4 algorithm encrypted and decrypted
128 KB of data, which was much more than the previous number of characters, but the
encryption and decryption time was far less than the 3DES-RC4 algorithm. Five sets of
parameters were selected according to the actual test environment in [25], and the time
consumed to realize a complete payment transaction was about 318.41 ms, which was
also slower than the payment system in this paper. Through the above comparison, the
effectiveness and superiority of the payment system in this paper can be illustrated.

Table 1. The SM4 algorithm encryption test results.

Encryption Data (KB)
Operation Time (Seconds) Average Execution

Time (Seconds)
Average Operation

Rate (Kbps)First Time Second Time Third Time

128 0.265 0.263 0.264 0.264 3971.89

Table 2. The SM4 algorithm decryption test results.

Decryption Data (KB)
Operation Time (Seconds) Average Execution

Time (Seconds)
Average Operation

Rate (Kbps)First Time Second Time Third Time

128 0.264 0.264 0.265 0.264 3971.81

3.3. Face Recognition Algorithm Program

The payment system processes the input dynamic recognition image or video stream
based on the facial features of people, and further extracts the identity features contained
in each face according to the position and size of each face and the position information of
each main facial organ. Compare it with the known face, and cooperate with the relevant
technologies of the recognition system such as face image acquisition, face positioning, face
recognition preprocessing, identity confirmation, and identity search, etc. to confirm the
identity of the specific person.

The face recognition system includes a liveness detection algorithm and a quality
assessment algorithm. The liveness detection algorithm needs to use a camera module
that supports infrared image streaming, and the quality assessment algorithm does not
need to connect the camera module. The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 8. The 3D
structured light living module has high performance and low power consumption, and
can effectively resist prosthetic attacks; compared with the binocular stereo imaging and
TOF (time-of-flight) schemes, the structured light scheme has great advantages. Because
the RGB binocular camera relies heavily on pure image feature matching, the effect is very
poor in the case of dark lighting or overexposure. In addition, if the tested scene itself lacks
texture, it is difficult to extract and match features [26]. The TOF scheme and structured
light scheme are the most promising due to their advantages of convenient use and low
cost. However, the structured light scheme surpasses the previous two schemes in terms
of accuracy and is very suitable for intelligent terminals [27]. 3D structured light face
recognition technology is far superior to TOF and binocular face recognition in terms of
security, recognition accuracy, recognition speed, etc., and can more effectively defend
against attacks by various props such as paper and masks; the analysis time changed from
the previous 1–2 seconds compressed to the millisecond level; and it was not affected by
the intensity of ambient light, which is very suitable for face recognition payment scenarios.
The algorithm program is shown in Figure 9.
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3.4. Face Detection Result

Liveness detection can prevent 2D and 3D prosthesis attacks, and we carried out
multi-dimensional attack tests under the influence of external factors such as different light,
distance, angle, posture, prosthesis material and process such as 2D image attack; 3D mask
attack; 3D head model attack; 3D simulated face attack, etc. [28]. The liveness detection
module supports the enhanced liveness detection function, when the ratio on guard against
2D and 3D prosthesis attack times is 9:1; when the LDAFAR (Liveness Detection Attack
False Acceptance Rate) is 0.1%, the LPFRR (Liveness Presentation False Rejection Rate)
<1%. This demonstrates the high stability and strong anti-attack capability of the system,
which ensures the data security in the face payment process.

The system tested the pass rate when the number of face databases was 5000. The
pass rate refers to the percentage of the total number of correct rejections and correct
identifications in the number of tests in the face identification process. The 5000 face
database data were provided by the Bank Card Test Center, which is a specific dataset
for system detection. The test results are shown in Table 3, which meet the requirements
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of face identification performance indicators in the “Technical specification for offline
payment security application of face recognition”. The pass rate was ≥98.3% when the
false recognition rate was 0.01%, and the pass rate was ≥98% when the false recognition
rate was 0.001%. At present, some face recognition payment technologies can only reach
94% and 91%, and their performances were lower than that of this system in terms of
dataset dependency and fault tolerance. In [29], the training samples are divided into
9 regions, and the weights of these 9 regions are assigned respectively based on the feature
weighting scheme. In Scheme 4, the eye region is assigned as 4, the nose and mouth
regions are assigned as 2, and the remaining regions are assigned as 1. When the number
of training samples is 280, the correct recognition accuracy is the highest, 97.52%. However,
the number of face databases of this sys-tem far exceeds the number of samples in [29],
with a pass rate of over 98%. In [30], when the number of face samples was 240, the
highest accuracy of correct recognition was 96.13%, which was also lower than the accuracy
of the system algorithm. For the 3000 face database dataset in [31], the pass rate was
97.2% when the false recognition rate was 1%, and the pass rate was 91.2% when the false
recognition rate was 0.1%. The pass rate of our system was much higher than the test
results in [31]. In [32], based on the influence of the length of the verification key on the
accuracy of the identification and authentication, the accuracy of biometric encryption
authentication was evaluated from the false acceptance rate (FAR), false rejection rate (FRR),
and other indicators, and the authentication accuracy of three keys with different lengths
was evaluated, respectively, with a maximum of 94%, which was also far lower than the
pass rate of this system.

Table 3. The performance test results.

Number of Face
Databases False Recognition Rate Pass Rate Performance

Requirement

5000 0.01% 98.85% ≥98.3%
5000 0.001% 98.51% ≥98%

4. Discussion

During the research process, we consulted a large number of studies. At present, there
are very few studies on the application of the state secret algorithm to the face payment
system. Therefore, the ideas and research schemes proposed in this paper also fill the gaps
in this field. During the design and implementation of the system, it was found that the
performance was the most stable in a climate environment with a temperature of 0–40 ◦C
and a relative humidity of 15–90% without condensation. The system can work normally
when the rated voltage deviation range is ±5%. In the radiation continuous disturbance
test, the quasi-peak limit was 40 dBµV/m when the frequency was 30–230 MHz, and
the quasi-peak limit was 47 dBµV/m when the frequency was 230–1000 MHz; the test
results meet the communication frequency band requirements. The system should avoid
running the function in sunlight. The sunlight will interfere with the module, resulting
in unusable functions or poor accuracy. Therefore, it is recommended to use it indoors
or in places with weak sunlight to avoid direct sunlight on the module camera. Thermal
radiation and high temperature will cause accelerated aging of the grating of the laser
transmitter and affect the accuracy. The camera module designed based on the speckle
structured light principle, equipped with an ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit)
chip, is suitable for face recognition at a distance of 0.28–1 m. It can quickly and accurately
obtain the depth information of the target, and can perform three-dimensional and two-
dimensional judgments. The face recognition model can defend against adversarial attacks,
which improves the robustness of the model [28]. It is more suitable for close-range face
recognition scenarios such as face payment in the new retail industry and personal ID
verification in railway stations.

In light of the current security risks in the transaction process, the system focuses
on security performance requirements in the design and implementation process such as
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hardware “disassembly and self-destruction” and software “firmware encryption, self-
check” and other functions, effectively ensuring the security of the transaction. The system
uses a secure key management mechanism and key distribution mechanism to ensure
the integrity, authenticity, and tamper-proof modification of transaction data during the
transmission process, and prevent keys from being illegally injected, replaced, and used.
The M-sequence scrambling mechanism ensures that the random number quality is not
affected by physical noise source. The security module itself is designed with high and
low voltage and high and low frequency detection. When the input signal exceeds the
range, the module will stop working, avoiding the impact on the physical noise source. The
encryption operation of sensitive data is completed in the RAM inside the security module.
After encryption is completed, all sensitive data in plaintext are deleted immediately.
Even if the power is lost during the encryption operation, the data in the RAM will be
automatically lost, and no sensitive data in plaintext will be retained. The face image test
dataset in the liveness detection algorithm was provided by the Bank Card Test Center, and
the system ran the algorithm to encrypt and identify it. In processing massive face database
data, the system demonstrates the security performance of the underlying algorithm to
encrypt big data. It effectively resists prosthetic attacks, and ensures that the face data are
not leaked and tampered during the whole process from the acquisition of face data by
the acquisition module to the completion of the encryption operation in the encryption
module, and is transmitted in a secure manner.

5. Conclusions

In the information age, two indicators have been pursued: speed and safety (not
passion). The security algorithm will always evolve with the progress over time, and it
is a never-ending battle of offense and defense. Face 3D recognition technology enables
machines to accurately identify facial systems. Compared with flat QR codes, face recog-
nition technology is more secure, and accounts are almost never stolen. Face recognition
technology has the function of verification. In addition to identifying accounts and making
payments, it can also confirm identity and verify valid information. For example, after face
recognition technology is extended to crowded places such as stations, airports, and banks,
the situation of manual ticket checking will be greatly reduced, and machine recognition
can maximize the efficiency and reduce manual errors. Moreover, the equipment has
the advantages of low cost, convenient access, and labor saving. In the current research,
there are relatively more studies on face recognition payment in the field of smart rail
transit security payment, and certain results have been achieved. There are few studies
and applications in other payment fields. The payment system studied in this paper can
be applied in multiple scenarios. The state secret algorithm SM4 is the main encryption
algorithm, and combined with face liveness detection algorithm and encryption algorithms
such as RSA and SHA2, they are used to make the entire transaction process more secure.
In the next step, we plan to apply the SM2 and SM3 algorithms to the system to replace the
RSA and SHA2 algorithms for digital signature and verification as well as the generation
and verification of random numbers and message authentication codes to improve the
overall security performance and operating speed of the system. The payment system has
been tried out in enterprises and has achieved satisfactory application results, improving
the user’s transaction experience. The payment system has a good application prospect
because it is suitable for payment transactions in multiple scenarios. The research scheme
of this paper will also provide some valuable references in the field of face recognition
payment security.

6. Patents

The patent generated by the research work of this paper is: A face recognition pay-
ment device with an adjustment device, patent number: ZL202121238908.8, authorized
announcement number: CN214752141U.
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